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Abstract— As we all are aware about the recent world where technology ruins the world and now this innovation of the technology act like the
demons whose stomach is not get full by anything in the same way now a days due to excessive used of the technology generation of the huge
amount of verity‟s of data which reference to the various sectors and which leads to the technological problem like storing of data sorting or
data separation of data etc. but biggest problem in now a days is unstructured data in this paper I am going to focus on real life case study and its
sway .
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Current era is the era of technology all human beings are
surrounded by technology and we are able to say human
beings using a technology but if we will say in this manner
like technology using the human being then also it is not
rejected statement by any one and in this world of
technology. On day to day basis we are totally dependent
on technology one of the famous in that is mobile
technology or we can say, mobile world. In this mobile
world on daily basis we are using a number of functionality
provided for the mobile and it‟s internet technology and
effect of that internet technology is people are getting more
and more addicted about using the internet from start to end
of the day and by using that maximum types of data will be
generated by the people and this is the main issues related
with the use of technology.
So many sources are useful for the purpose of data
development and most important source of that data
generation is social networking sites and by using those sites
huge amount of data will be get generated on day to day
basic and in this paper we are focusing on the study of those
sources.
1.1 General background:This paper is focusing on the real
life case study, how day to day basis data will be get
generated by the different sources.
II.

“Big data is when the size of the data itself becomes part
of the problem”
Like in social networking sites generate GB, TBand Exabyte
of data in a day and all this data is in unsynchronized format
and so there is need to manage this data and this type of data
can be generated by using the hand held device like mobile
phone.
2.1 mainly there are three characteristics which define the
big data
1) Volume: Volume of the data is getting larger and larger
in today‟s epoch which is in petabytes in year 2000. Volume
of the data available to organization today is on the rise.
2) Variety: varieties represent all types of data like
traditional and nontraditional data.
3) Velocity: volume and velocity of data has been collected
and stored so the velocity at which it generated and need to
be handled.
III.

SOCIAL NETWORKING FACTS

Social networking is the one of the best medium to tie the
knot among the people and now a day‟stechnology is
revolved around it. Following points provide you the views
about the same.

BIG DATA

The big data era is full force today because the world
changing through instrumentation.
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3.1 Social networking Fair side
Now a day, 90% of the population spending their 80% times
on internet and from that spending time 80% time is on
social networking sites as per survey done by few research
centers on January 2014, 74% of online adults use social
networking sites and statistics given by research center
regarding internet users are as followed

From above figure you are able to identify the how much
addiction is there about internet among the people and from
those numbers of people maximum people used the social
networking sites ration are as followed
Survey done by few research center on September 2013





71% of online adults use Facebook
17% use Instagram
21% use Pinterest
22% use LinkedIn

Social impact of these sites is people get isolate and
relationship gets truncate.



Among this all numbers of users are those who used social
networking on mobile phone are as followed

Social networking sites are progressively used to
keep up with close social connections
People get more backing from their social
connections

With the help of these social networking sites people are
also able to make connection among people also able to
banquet their thoughts and pass it among the other. It is use
for the sec of business enhancement or for marketing of the
business and we are able to use this as a mobile meter but
this is the one side of the coin.
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3.2 Social networking Dark side
From all above survey details we are able to see the fair side
of the coin but as you all of you know that each coin is
having two sides, in similar way another side of social
networking is that due to this huge used of the technology
related with social networking . We are to say,
Do social networking sites isolate people and truncate their
relationships?
Until now we have seen that how social networking
impacted on day to day activities by using social media and
resources for that social media. But when we are saying, we
are using the social media then unknowingly we are dealing
with data and if that generated data only is the problem then
it is comes under the term „Big data‟ and now a days big
data is the terms which is available everywhere and one of
the major contributor for data generator is social
networkinglet‟s take a use case of one of the most famous
social networking site Facebook.
3.2.1 Use case: data generating machine ―Facebook‖
One of the famous social networking site in a leading
generation is Facebook from the survey done by science.
Daily 90% of data will be generated in last two year
according to the social sharing platform provider
Shareaholic, in its most recent comparison of social media
referral traffic. It reported that, Facebook‟s shares the
300,000 websites in its network chart are as follows.

IV.

CONCLUSION

We envision that technology is the most essential think in
human life but only if “human start using a technology”
when vice versa started means “Technology started using
the human”. Then it will start affecting to all by any means
like fair every coin have two sides in similar way if used of
the technology is in proper manner then it act as a blessing
to everyone but it doesn‟t take time to convert it into bane so
big data is the leading problem because of bane and we
human being are very smart enough to overcome the hurdle
comes in the way of us.
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From above chart you are able to identify that how
enormously data will be get generated by the only single site
and number of sites are there who is doing the same work
among the world so for the purposed of storing the that
much data so many hardware devices are needed that is
racks of servers and to process that is also one of the biggest
task so big data is the biggest problem in the current world
and this is the second but very important side of the social
networking.
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